Introduction 40
Clusters of duplicated genes (CTDGs) are a familiar feature of genomes across the tree of life. CTDGs 41 have been associated with phenotypic diversity in a wide variety of traits and organisms, such as in 42 cellulose degradation in bacteria (Liebl et al., 1996) , copper resistance in yeasts (Karin, et al., 1984) , 43 antimicrobial protection and venom in mammals and reptiles (Whittington et al., 2008) , and pathogen 44 resistance in plants (Michelmore, Meyers, 1998) . The classic example of how CTDGs are involved in 45 the generation of phenotypic diversity are the Hox gene clusters found in diverse metazoans; variation 46 in the function and regulation of the Hox genes is one of the major contributors to the diversity of 47 metazoan body plans (Garcia-Fernández, 2005; Lemons, 2006) . Similarly, the gene duplications, 48 conversions, and functional divergence of genes in the globin CTDGs in vertebrates are responsible for 49 the functional diversity in the binding and transport of oxygen exhibited by members of this gene 50 family (Hardies, Edgell, Hutchison, 1984; Runck, Moriyama, Storz, 2009). 51 52 One of the major dimensions of variation in CTDGs across genomes is the number of genes contained 53 in a cluster. For example, the CTDGs formed by olfactory receptors (ORs) can be highly variable, from 54 a single OR and the absence of a CTDG in elephant sharks, to thousands of ORs and 345 CTDGs in 55 mouse (Niimura, 2009; Niimura et al., 2014) . A similar trend is exhibited by genes in Killer Cell lectin-56 like receptor (KLRA) CTDGs; whereas only one KLRA pseudogene is found in human chromosome 57 12, 11 and 25 functional KLRA genes (plus 9 and 4 pseudogenized copies) are found in the syntenic 58 regions of mouse chromosome 6 and rat chromosome 4, respectively (Kelley, Walter, Trowsdale, 59 2005) . 60
61
In the human genome, in addition to the above mentioned OR, Hox, and globin examples, CTDGs are 62 also known for gene families whose functions have been implicated in diverse processes, such as brain 63 development (e.g., Protocadherin; Noonan, et al., 2004) , immunity (e. g., KIR and Siglec; Martin et al., 64 4 2000; Cao et al., 2009), and pregnancy (e.g., Psg; Rawn, Cross, 2008). Interestingly, some of these 65
CTDGs are known to be near each other in the genome. By far the most conspicuous aggregation of 66
CTDGs to a single genomic region is human chromosome 19, which is characterized by an unusually 67 high density of CTDGs (Grimwood et al., 2004) . For example, zinc finger genes (Lukic, Nicolas, To address these questions, we comprehensively characterized the genomic geography and evolution of 81 CTDGs in the human and select high-quality mammalian genomes. We found that CTDGs are common 82 genomic features, being present in all mammalian genomes examined and significantly associated with 83 biological processes, such as olfaction, signaling, and immunity. Furthermore, mammalian CTDGs are 84 not uniformly distributed; the most spectacular case of this deviation is the human chromosome 19 and 85 its orthologs in mammals, which are 1.75 times more densely populated with CTDGs than the average 86 mammalian chromosome. Interestingly, we found that human chromosome 19 formed from the fusion 87 of two ancestral chromosomes, only one of which was CTDG-rich. By exploring the relationship 88 between gene family dynamics and CTDG membership, we observed that gene number expansion and 89 5 contraction events are concentrated at the base of the mammalian phylogeny, and in gene families with 90 low (0 -25%) to medium low (25% -50%) fractions of their gene members being parts of CTDGs, 91
suggesting that most CTDGs present in mammalian genomes stabilized their gene numbers prior to the 92 diversification of the major mammalian lineages. 93 94 Aside from mapping the genomic geography of CTDGs across mammals and tracing their evolution, 95 this work provides a methodological framework for the genome-wide evolutionary study of CTDGs as 96 well as support for the idea that CTDGs are biologically relevant features of genomes. Our data show 97 that CTDGs are not mere statistical artifacts distributed at random; rather, they are concentrated in 98 some regions, with human chromosome 19 being an extreme such example. Furthermore, CTDGs can 99 be both diverse in gene numbers and density at the interchromosomal level, but also stable across 100 
Data acquisition 106
The genomes of human, select primates (Callithrix jacchus, marmoset; Chlorocebus sabaeus, green 107 monkey; Gorilla gorilla, gorilla; Homo sapiens, human; Macaca mulatta, macaque; Nomascus 108 6 contigs with more than 10 genes and longer than 10 Kbp (see table S1 for genome assembly version 115 information). 116
117

CTDG identification 118
To identify clusters of tandemly duplicated genes, we used a modified version of the CTDGFinder 119 software (Ortiz, Rokas, 2017) . Instead of using blast results from a given sequence query, CTDGFinder 120 was modified to use the Panther database of protein families (Mi et al., 2017) . Briefly, all the HMM 121 profiles of protein domains in the Panther (v. 12; Mi et al., 2017) database were first used to annotate 122 the proteomes of each genome using the HMMer sequence search software, version 3.1b2 (Eddy, 123 2011) . HMMer subject-query hits with less than 30% mutual coverage were discarded. 124 125 Next, for each protein domain identified in a genome, the chromosomal coordinates of all the proteins 126 in each chromosome (or genomic scaffold) that contained that protein domain were processed by the 127 MeanShift algorithm (Comaniciu, 2002) to obtain CTDG candidates (i.e., the genomic region(s) with 128 the highest densities of that domain). Statistical significance, i.e., whether a CTDG candidate was 129 considered a CTDG, was evaluated by comparing the number of proteins belonging to a Panther family 130 in the genomic region identified by the MeanShift algorithm against an empirical distribution obtained 131 by counting the highest number of genes that belong to a Panther family in each of 1,000 randomly 132 sampled genomic regions from the same genome of length equal to that of the CTDG candidate. A 133 CTDG candidate was considered a CTDG if its number of genes containing the belonging to a Panther 134 family was equal of greater than the 95 th percentile value of the distribution generated by the 135 examination of 1,000 randomly sampled genomic regions. In that way, CTDGFinder analysis resulted 136 in clusters containing proteins that shared at least one Panther family. 137 138 7 The next step consisted of collapsing CTDGs with overlapping coordinates, so that potential nested 139 CTDGs were collapsed into a single CTDG. As a result, each CTDG may contain genes that belong to 140 one or more Panther families. Finally, we rerun the MeanShift algorithm to further refine CTDG 141 boundaries. 142
143
As CTDGFinder uses a statistical approach to identify clusters of tandemly duplicated genes, some 144
CTDGs also contain genes that do not share homology with the set of tandemly duplicated genes that 145 defines the cluster (e.g., a 5-gene CTDG may be comprised of 4 duplicated genes and 1 unrelated 146 gene). Those unrelated genes were not considered when calculating various gene-based metrics (e.g., 147
total gene length, number of genes), but were considered for the calculation of various cluster-based 148 metrics (e.g., length of clustered regions, percentage of chromosome length spanned by CTDGs), as 149 they contributed to the length of the entire cluster. 150
151
GO enrichment 152
To explore any potential biases in the gene functional categories present in CTDGs, we performed GO 153 enrichment analyses. Per gene GO annotation from each species was downloaded from the BioMart 154 service on Ensembl (last accessed Aug 10, 2018), and the gene ontology files were downloaded from 155 geneontology.org (last accessed April 29, 2017). GO enrichment analysis was performed by comparing 156 the distributions of clustered genes in each chromosome against all protein-coding genes in the genome 8 To compare the chromosomal distribution of CTDGs across species, we inferred orthologous protein-163 coding regions for all human chromosomes. To do so, we first downloaded Ensembl's orthology 164 assignments for all the genes in the genomes we examined using Ensembl's REST service 165 (www.rest.ensembl.org; last accessed March 10, 2018). Next, given two chromosomes (A, B), one 166 from the human genome and the other from a different mammalian genome, we calculated the 167 proportion of genes in chromosome A that have orthologs in chromosome B (OA,B). Similarly, we 168 calculated the proportion of genes in chromosome B that have orthologs in chromosome A (OB,A). 169
Finally, if at least one of OA,B or OB,A was greater than 0.25, we considered chromosomes A and B to 170 be orthologs. 171
172
Clusteredness estimation 173
The distribution of CTDGs is not uniform across chromosomes. To compare the distribution of CTDGs 174 between species, we first quantified how clustered each chromosome is by calculating how different 175 each chromosome's distribution of CTDGs was to all the other chromosomes in a given genome. 176
Examination of the ranking of each chromosome in a given genome based on its proportion of CTDGs 177 provided an assessment of how clustered each chromosome was in that genome. We call this ranking 178 the clusteredness of a chromosome. 179
180
The clustering pattern of a chromosome was measured by calculating the distribution of clustered genes 181 in non-overlapping 10Kb windows on each chromosome. That distribution was normalized, so that it 182 could be treated as a probability mass function (PMF). To compare the clustering pattern of two 183 chromosomes, we calculated the Jensen-Shannon distance (JSD) (Lin, 1991) from their PMFs. The all 184 versus all pairwise JSDs were then used to generate a graph, where each chromosome corresponds to 185 each node in the graph, and each JSD between each pair of chromosomes corresponds to each edge in 186 the graph. We then used the farness centrality measure (FCM) (Marsden, 2002) to measure how distant 9 a chromosome was to the rest of the chromosomes in a genome. Briefly, the FCM for a given 188 
CTDGs are abundant and non-uniformly distributed across mammalian genomes 219
To get a comprehensive picture of the distribution of clustered genes across species, we used 220
CTDGFinder to identify CTDGs in select high-quality mammal genomes (see methods). On average, 221 16.0% (standard deviation 4.3%) of the genes in a mammalian genome are clustered. The genome with 222 the smallest fraction of clustered genes was that of pig (6.2%) and that with the largest was mouse 223 (24.3%). Examination of the distribution of CTDGs in the context of the mammalian phylogeny reveals 224 a small decrease in the fraction of clustered genes in the primate lineage ( Fig. 1A ; average percentage 225 of genes clustered in primates = 14.4%, average in non-primate mammals = 17.7%). Our GO 226 enrichment analysis shows that the biological processes most commonly enriched in clustered genes in 227 human and mouse are related to olfaction, signaling, and immunity ( Fig. S1 ; Table S3 ). 228 229 Importantly, CTDGs are not uniformly distributed across chromosomes ( Fig. 1A, S2 ). In all species, 230 there are at most three chromosomes that seem to have a higher fraction of clustered genes compared 231 with the rest of the chromosomes in each genome (Fig. S2 ). This observation is of particular interest, 232 because it suggests that extreme clustering patterns could have been conserved in orthologous 233 chromosomes during the evolution of mammals, giving rise to the idea that the genomic organization of 234
CTDGs is subject to selection, and serves as a relevant hypothesis to be tested in this study. 235
236
One fifth of human genes are part of CTDGs 237 11 To infer the distribution of clustered genes in the human genome, we used the CTDGFinder algorithm 238 to examine the frequency of CTDG occurrence across all human chromosomes. We found that 3,821 / 239 19,665 (19.4%) human genes belong to 961 CTDGs, which collectively occupy 163.5 Mbp (5.3%) of 240 the human genome. The average length of genes belonging to CTDGs is 18 Kbp, which is significantly 241 lower than an average length of 53 Kbp for non-CTDG genes (Mann-Whitney P-value: 6.6x10 -256 ). The 4-gene beta-globin CTDG was found in embedded in an OR-rich CTDG on chromosome 11 252 (Bulger et al., 1999) . The next largest CTDG, with 46 duplicates was a histone-containing CTDG on 253 chromosome 6. A comprehensive table with the CTDGs (and their genes) for all mammalian genomes 254 analyzed in this study, including the human genome, can be found in supplementary table S2. 255 256
Human chromosomes 19 and Y have the highest densities of CTDGs 257
To test if CTDGs are uniformly distributed across the human genome, we characterized each of the 258 human chromosomes in terms of their number and total length of clustered genes, as well as the 259 number and length of CTDGs. We found that on average, 5.92% of each chromosome's length is 260 covered by CTDGs and on average, 19.23% of genes in each chromosome belong to CTDGs. The two 261 chromosomes that exhibit the highest percentages of clustered genes in the human genome are 262 12 chromosome Y (19 clustered genes / 45 genes; 42.2%) and chromosome 19 (525 clustered genes / 263 1,431 genes; 36.7%) ( Figs. 1B and 1C) . The high percentage of clustered genes in chromosome Y is 264 likely due to its small number of genes. Furthermore, the percentage of chromosome Y length spanned 265 by CTDGs is 2.9%, which is below the average (5.9%) and on par with several other human In contrast to chromosome Y, whose high percentage of CTDGs appears to be at least in part a 272 consequence of its small gene number, the much larger chromosome 19 appears to be genuinely 273 densely populated with CTDGs. Specifically, not only more than one third of its genes belong to 274 CTDGs (525 / 1,431), but also 32.0% of its length is composed by CTDGs, by far the highest of human 275 chromosomes. For comparison, the chromosome with the second highest percentage of chromosome 276 length spanned by CTDGs is chromosome 11, with only 12.1%. Furthermore, the percentage of the 277 length of chromosome 19 that is spanned by CTDGs is higher than the 95th percentile of the data, and 278 higher than two times the standard deviation of a normal distribution fitted to the percentage of 279 chromosome length spanned by CTDGs in all the human chromosomes (Fig. 1B) . These data suggest 280 that CTDGs are not uniformly distributed across chromosomes, with chromosome 19 being by far the 281 most notable deviation (Fig. 1B ). The CTDG with most genes in chromosome 19 contains 19 zinc 282 finger duplicated genes. In addition to these zinc finger CTDG, chromosome 19 also contains the KIR 283 To gain insight into when gene families associated with CTDGs experienced gene gain and loss events, 288 we estimated gene duplication and loss events on genes that are parts of CTDGs. We found that most 289 of the duplication events in the dataset preceded the diversification of eutherians. Interestingly, most 290 gene gains and losses in clustered genes occurred in the rodent lineage (Fig. 3) . 291
292
The extreme clustering of human chromosome 19 is highly conserved across mammals 293
Our finding that there are at most three chromosomes in each mammalian genome that contained a 294 significantly higher fraction of clustered genes than the rest of the chromosomes raised the possibility 295 that these highly clustered chromosomes are in fact orthologous and have maintained their 296 clusteredness during the evolution of mammals. We found that in all the genomes studied here, except 297 dog and pig, at least one of the five most clustered chromosomes is orthologous to the human 298 chromosome 19 (hc19 ortholog). In the case of the dog genome, the two chromosomes with highest 299 clusteredness rank are orthologs of the human chromosome 11, which is the third most clustered human 300 chromosome (below chromosome 19 and chromosome Y) and is also known to be rich in CTDGs, 301
including an OR CTDG (Niimura, 2009 ) and a fibroblast growth factor CTDG (Roy, Calaf, 2014). 302
Most mammalian genomes contain a single hc19 ortholog that is highly clustered; that is the case for 303 all primates, except gibbon, rodents, as well as horse ( Fig. 4) . Moreover, in genomes that contain two 304 chromosomes considered by our cut-offs orthologous to hc19 (see methods), except gibbon, only one 305 of these two chromosomes is highly clustered. The gibbon chromosomes are the exception, presumably 306 because the gibbon genome has experienced a very large number of genomic rearrangements, 307 especially around transposable elements (TEs), compared with other primates (Carbone et al., 2014) . 308
Given that CTDGs tend to be depleted in TEs (Grimwood et al., 2004) , it is likely that CTDGs from the 309 hc19 orthologs in gibbon were broken up by TE insertions, shuffled, or transposed to other 310 chromosomes. In order to test if the highly rearranged genome affected the distribution of CTDGs in 311 gibbon, we run phylogenetic independent contrasts (Felsenstein, 1985) on the mean fraction of 312 14 chromosome length spanned by clusters, and the mean fraction of clustered genes across chromosomes 313 in the primates in our dataset. We found that although gibbon has the lowest mean fraction of 314 chromosome length spanned by CTDGs, it differs from marmoset (the second lowest value) in less than 315 0.002 phylogenetic independent contrast (PIC) units (mean PIC: 0.05; Fig 5.A) . Similarly, the mean 316 fraction of clustered genes per chromosome in gibbon shows little variation from the rest of the 317 primates (Fig 5. B) . are positive for all human chromosomes, which suggests that all human chromosomes, or more 329 precisely all aligned regions of human chromosomes, have been shrinking (Fig. 6A ). Furthermore, 330 along with chromosome Y (Pearson R value = 0.17; Fig. 6D ), chromosome 19 shows the largest slope 331 (Pearson R value = 0.19; Fig. 6C ), suggesting that human chromosome 19 has been shrinking at a 332 higher rate than the rest of the human chromosomes. To test if the observed behavior was a byproduct 333 of chromosome size, we carried out a correlation of the calculated slope against chromosome size. We 334 found a strong correlation between slope and chromosome length, suggesting that chromosome length 335 is a confounding variable in our calculations. However, both chromosome 19 an Y showed by far the 336 15 highest slope of all human chromosomes, including when compared to other small human 337 chromosomes, such as chromosomes 20, 21, and 22 (Fig. 6B) . 338 339 Discussion 340
Historically, the discovery and description of CTDGs has been piecemeal and subjective (Duboule, 341 2007; Ortiz, Rokas, 2017) . Although studies on subjectively defined CTDGs have been extremely 342 useful and have greatly advanced our knowledge of their evolution and function (Alam et al., 2006; 343 Lemons, 2006; Noonan, 2004; Than et al., 2014) , a comprehensive investigation of CTDG evolution 344 has so far been lacking. In this study, we provide the first systematic characterization of the genomic 345 geography and evolution of CTDGs in mammalian genomes. Although it is hardly surprising that 346 mammalian genomes harbor CTDGs, our findings suggest that CTDGs are highly prevalent -nearly 347 one in five mammalian genes are part of CTDGs -and constitute common and conserved features of 348 mammalian genomes. 349 350 CTDGs are not uniformly distributed across mammalian genomes; the same is true for the human 351 genome (Fig. 2) . Our results showcase that CTDGs can vary widely in terms of their gene density, 352 length, and number of genes. For example, with a mean cluster length of 147 Kbp, the iconic Hox 353 clusters in humans (Holland, Garcia-Fernández, 1996) (Fig. 2, chromosomes 2, 7 , 12, and 17) are 354 relatively small in size compared to a 1,402 Kbp long zinc finger CTDG in the same genome (Lukic et 355 al., 2014) (Fig 2, chromosome 19) . The human protocadherin CTDG (Noonan, 2004) , which is 1,172 356 Kbp long, is very gene-dense, with 55 clustered genes; while a histone CTDG in chromosome 6 has a 357 similar number of clustered genes (47), but it is only 783 Kbp. The diversity of CTDG length and gene 358 density can be further appreciated in the 14 OR-containing CTDG in chromosome 11 on the human 359 genome (Niimura, 2009) (Fig. 2, chromosome 11) , which have sizes ranging from 30 Kbp to 917 Kbp. 360 16 Moreover, while the longest CTDG (1.4 Mbp) has 10 gene duplicates, the second longest CTDG (1.2 361 Mbp) has 43 gene duplicates. 362 363 From the genomic landscape perspective presented here, we can visualize how chromosome 19 is 364 especially CTDG-rich, with more than 13% of the clustered genes in the human genome being located 365 there (Fig 2, chromosome 19 ). Furthermore, our study found that 36.7% of chromosome 19 genes are 366 part of CTDGs, a substantial increase over the previously reported estimate of 30% (Dehal et al., 2001) . 367 368 Importantly, CTDGs can contain more than one clusters; such is the case of the 5-gene globin cluster, 369 which is located inside an 8-gene OR cluster (Bulger et al., 1999) (Fig 2. chromosome 11) . In terms of 370 the high physical linkage of their genes and their involvement in complex phenotypes, it could be said 371 that CTDGs resemble supergenes (Schwander, Libbrecht, Keller, 2014) . However, we did not see a 372
high difference in recombination rate on sites inside and outside CTDGs (Fig. S3) , with the expected 373 exception of chromosome 6, where the MHC complex resides, which has been observed to be highly 374 polymorphic, with high recombination observed inside the MHC cluster (Yeager, Hughes, 2006) . 375
376
The high density of CTDGs in chromosome 19 puzzled us because the evolutionary maintenance of all 377 these CTDGs "in place" likely required strong selection. By tracing the evolutionary history of 378 chromosome 19 "clusteredness", we found that chromosome 19 was formed by a chromosomal fusion 379 before the diversification of primates and rodents (Fig. 3) . Interestingly, we found that most of the 380 CTDGs in the human chromosome 19 come from only one of the two proposed chromosome 19 381 orthologs, which points to a model where CTDGs have indeed been maintained in the mammalian 382 lineage. Furthermore, examination of chromosome-level sequence alignments suggests that the 383 syntenic regions of chromosome 19 have been shrinking (Fig. 6A) . A caveat of our experiments is that 384 we can only examine the evolution of the parts of chromosome 19 that are syntenic and alignable 385 across species; thus, it is possible that the chromosome itself could be expanding if the amount of non-386 homologous sequence has increased during evolutionary time. That caveat notwithstanding, we 387 hypothesize that the high density of CTDGs might have evolved by contractions in chromosome 388 length. 389 390 Why would CTDGs in mammalian genomes appear to be so well conserved? One likely explanation is 391 that mutations that alter the position and / or orientation of genes within CTDGs can be deleterious. In 392 classic examples, like the Hox and beta-globin CTDGs, regulatory elements close to the CTDGs have 393 been identified to be important in the expression of CTDG genes, and importantly, mutations that 394 change the position or orientation of genes in a CTDG have phenotypic consequences (Bulger et al., 395 1999; Spitz, Gonzalez, Duboule, 2003) . 396
397
The gibbon genome showed an interesting pattern supporting the hypothesis of CTDG conservation: if 398
CTDGs were not conserved, the gibbon genome would have significantly lower number and length of 399 CTDGs, given its high proportion of genomic rearrangements compared to other primates (Carbone et 400 al., 2014) . However, we found that the gibbon genome has mean fractions of clustered regions and 401 genes across chromosomes similar to those of the rest of the primates (Fig 5) . This suggests that the 402 higher rate of genomic rearrangements in the gibbon genome did not significantly affect the length and 403 composition of its CTDGs. 404 405 A model in which CTDG maintenance is necessary for conservation of gene regulation could explain 406 how, because CTDGs can function as "regulatory domains" of the genes they harbor, CTDGs are 407 maintained across evolutionary time. Similarly, large sets of co-regulated duplicated genes in close 408 proximity would optimize their concomitant expression, because that arrangement would minimize the 409 number of chromatin relaxation events needed for the transcription machinery to access those genes. 410
For example, it has been shown that chromatin interactions via CTCF binding sites are necessary for 411 the co-expression of the gene duplicates in the fibrinogen cluster (Jaimes, Fish, Neerman-Arbez, 2018) . 412 413 Several additional models, not necessarily at odds with one another, could explain how CTDGs could 414 be maintained. Right after gene duplication, it is reasonable to assume that the regulatory programs of 415 any of the duplicates in the CTDG would activate most of the duplicates. If the increased expression of 416 the genes in the CTDG is selected for, then a limited number of regulatory elements would be 417 necessary. From that it follows that the regulatory elements of most duplicates in a CTDG will tend to 418 degrade (or not being duplicated along with the gene in the first place). At that point, the CTDG would 419 be maintained because most of the duplicates would be disregulated without the few remaining 420 regulatory elements left. At the other end of the functional spectrum, we can imagine how CTDGs can 421 remain duplicate-dense to increase the combinatorial potential of the CTDG. For example, the 422 protocadherin CTDG harbors exons that can be independently regulated. In that way, many different 423 protocadherin isoforms can be produced, increasing their functional potential as drivers of neuronal 424 identity specification (Esumi et al., 2005; Lefebvre et al., 2012) . Also, different combinations of Hox 425 genes are expressed at different time points in the development of vertebrates, depending on the 426 regulatory programs that are required (Holland, Garcia-Fernández, 1996 ). Under this model, genes in a 427 CTDG would be maintained in close proximity to facilitate the expression of selected but different 428 genes in the CTDG, increasing their functional repertoire. 429 430 431 432 Gene family dynamics (gene gains and gene losses) have been of great interest in evolutionary 433 genomics research (Albalat, Cañestro, 2016; Demuth, Hahn, 2009 ). Assuming neutral evolution 434 (Lynch, 2000) , gene families rich in CTDGs should have a higher rate of gene duplication than gene 435 19 families depleted in CTDGs because the probability of gene duplication for a gene family would be 436 directly correlated with the number of existing gene duplicates. However, our findings suggest that 437 duplication events have generally remained stable across gene families, regardless of the number of 438 clustered genes in each gene family. Overall, our analysis shows that most of the gene gains per family 439 occurred prior to the origin of mammals, which aligns with previous reports supporting that only a 440 minority of mammal-specific homologous gene groups experienced gene duplication events in the 441 mammalian phylogeny (Dunwell, Paps, Holland, 2017) Table S1 . Genome assemblies used in the study. 640 641 Table S2 . CTDG repertoire across selected mammalian genomes. "numbers" sheet: summary 642 annotation of clusters. "genes" sheet: annotation of all clustered genes and their position in each cluster 643 644 29 Table S3 . GO analysis. Enriched categories at selected depth in mouse and human for biological 
